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This invention relates to a machine for remov 
ing surface moisture from lump material, and 
more particularly to a machine for removing ad 
hering moisture from the outer surfaces of lumps 

5 of coal. 
The main object of the invention 1s to provide a 

machine of this character which will accomplish 
this result in a suñicient degree at the lowest 
possible operating expense. Another object of 

10 the invention is to provide a machine of this 
character which will uniformly remove the mois 
ture from substantially every portion of the sur 
face of every individual lump of material. A still 
further object of the invention is to provide a 

l5 machine of this character which will be low in 
initial cost and yet of high capacity and reliable 
in operation. Numerous other collateral objects 
of the invention and practical solutions thereof 
are disclosed in detail in the herein patent speci 

20 fication, wherein 
In the accompanying drawing: 
Fig. l is a vertical, longitudinal section through 

the entire machine. 
Figs. 2, 3 and 4 are vertical, transverse sections 

25 thereof, taken on correspondingly numbered 
lines of Fig. l. 

Similar characters of reference indicate like 
parts in the several figures of the drawing. 
The main frame of the machinemay be con 

30 structed in any suitable manner, for instance, by 
a pair of longitudinal foundationbars I0, Illa 
connected together transversely by a number of 
tie bars II, I2 and I3, and supporting three pairs 
of posts I4, Ida; I5, I5a and I6, IBa to the top of 

35 which are secured a pair of upper longitudinal 
frame bars I‘I, Ila tied together by transverse 
tie bars I8, I9 and 20 at the upper ends of said 
posts. 
Journaled horizontally and transversely in the 

40 front posts I6, I6a. is a head drum or roll 2| 
around whose peripheral cylindrical surfaces 
passes the front turn or loop of a lower endless, 
squeezing belt 22 constructed of sponge rubber or 
similar, inherently-resilient material. The rear 
turn or loop of this squeezing belt 22 passes 
around a tail drum or roll 23 which is suitably 
journaled in the rear posts I4, Ida and is suitably 
power driven by any appropriate means. Inter 
mediately of the head roll 2| and the tail roll 23, 

50 the'upper operative stretch of this squeezing belt 
22 is supported upon a lower, backing plate or 
table 24 which is curled forwardly and down 
wardly at its leading edge 25 so as to ensure that 
the squeezing belt 22 will not be cut or abraded 

55 as it travels horizontally and rearwardly onto and 

4 Ul 

over this baclclng plate. The latter rests at its 
opposite side edges upon a pair of horizontal, 
longitudinal angle irons 26, or other suitable sup 
porting members, which are centrally secured to 
the intermediate posts I5, I5a and are attached 5 
at their opposite ends to the lower ends of two 
pairs of vertical hanger bars 21 and 28. The lat 
ter are suitably secured at their upper ends to the 
upper, longitudinal frame bars I'I, I'Ia, as shown 
in Fig. 1. ' 

Bearing against the outer surface of the lower 
squeezing belt 22, but not secured thereto, is a 
lower drying belt 29 which may be constructed 
of any fibrous or absorbent material such as . 
thick, loosely woven Canvas belting. This drying 15 
belt is adapted to absorb such surface moisture 
as may be present on the peripheral surfaces of 
the individual lumps 3D of lump material, such 
moisture as is absorbed being squeezed out of the 
lower or idle stretch of said drying belt by a pair 20  
of wringing or pressing rolls 3I, 32 which en 
gage with opposite sides of the lower stretch of 
the lower drying belt and are geared'together at 
one of their corresponding ends by gears 33, 34 
and are suitably power driven in any approved 25 
manner as, for instance, by a belt pulley 35. 
These wringing or pressing rolls are suitably 
journaled at their opposite ends in the lower 
parts of the intermediate posts I5, I5a. The 
moisture which is squeezed out of the drying belt 30 ` 
29 by the wringing rolls 3|, 32 is Caught by a sub 
stantially horizontal, transverse trough 36 and is 
conveyed away to the sewer or elsewhere through 
a discharge pipe 36I. To permit these wringing 
rolls 3|, 32 to function properly without inter- 35 
ference from the squeezing belt 22 the lower idle 
or return stretch of the latter is lifted up above 
the upper wringing roll 3I by a horizontal, trans 
verse deflecting or separating roll 3l which is 
journaled at its opposite ends on the intermedi 
ate posts I5, I5a. 'I'his separating roll 31 also has 
the function of keeping a proper tension on the 
squeezing belt 22,-suitable adjustment (not 
shown) for this purpose being provided, if de 
sired, in any usual and well known manner. 
Proper tension on the drying belt 29 is main- 
tained by a horizontal, transverse smoothing roll 
38 which is journaled at the lower ends of a pair 
of arms 39 that are pivoted at their upper ends 
by pins 40 on the intermediate posts I5, I5a. 
Adjustment of the tension on the drying belt 29 
may be effected by a pair of weights 4I which are 
adjustable lengthwise of the arms 39 and are 
suitably locked in place after being adjusted. 
The lump material 30 is fed in a constant stream 55 
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2 
from a supply bin 42 to the operative front upper 
part of the drying belt 29.V This bin 42 is pro 
vided with a vertical opening 43 which is sum 
ciently large to prevent any “arching” of the 
lump material, the latter flowing out of said 
opening 43 onto an inclined chute 45 and thence 
down onto the drying belt 29. This ensures a 
uniform and continuous flow of lump material 
down the chute 45 without danger of stoppage 
due to “arching” In the present machine it is 
desirable to ensure that the lumps of material 
be never deposited on the absorbent belt 29 with 
one lump on top of the other. It is also desirable 
to turn such lumps as may happen to be lying 
on an edge so that they will lle fiatwise on the 
drying belt. To obtain both of these results si 
multaneously, a vertical, transverse levelling or 
evening plate 41 is arranged opposite the lower 
end of the chute 45, said levelling plate having 
flanges 44 at its opposite ends to engage with the 
inner vertical faces of the chute 45, and being 
rendered vertically adjustable by the provision 
of vertical slots 48 and adjusting bolts 49. The 
levelling plate 41 is preferably inclined forward 
ly so that any excess material will be directed 
upwardly by the levelling plate and overñow from 
the upper edge of the same and carried therefrom 
to the sides of the machine by overflow chutes 46. 

Journaled horizontally and transversely in the 
hanger bars 21, 28 is an upper, head roll 50 and 
an upper, tail roll 5| which are similar to the 
head and tail rolls 2 I, 23 in the lower part of the 
machine. Similarly an upper endless squeezing 
belt 52 passes with its front and rear turns 
around these upper, head and tail rolls 50, 5|, 
an upper drying belt 53 engages the outer side of 
the upper squeezing belt, a pair of upper wring 
ing rolls 54, 55 engage with opposite sides of the 
upper inoperative or return stretch of the upper 
drying belt, an upper separating roll 56 engages 
with the upper side of the inoperative stretch of 
the squeezing belt and deiiects the same down 
wardly, and an upper smoothing roll 51 engages 
with the upper side of the upper return or inop 
erative stretch of the upper drying belt. The 
smoothing roll 51 is carried by arms 51| which 
are pivoted on the main frame and this smooth 
ing roll is pressed downwardly against the upper 
drying belt by weights 512 applied to these arms. 
The upper wringing rolls are caused to turn in 
unison by intermeshing gears 513, 514 connected 
with the corresponding ends thereof. The Water 
squeezed out of the upper stretch of the upper 
drying belt is caught in a trough 515 and carried 
away by a chute 516. Intermediately of the up 
per, head and tail rolls 50, 5| is arranged an 
upper backing plate or table 59 which bears 
against the upper or inner side of the lower op 
erative stretch of the upper squeezing belt and 
forms the same function as the lower backing 
plate 24 relative to the lower squeezing belt. 
The lower squeezing belt and its companion 

drying belt are somewhat longer than the upper 
squeezing and drying belts and the lower squeez 
ing and drying belts have their front parts ex 
tending beyond the corresponding parts of the 
upper squeezing and drying belts in ordei to 
permit the material delivery chute 45 and as 
sociated parts to overhang the front parts of the 
lower squeezing and drying belts, as shown in 
Fig. 1. During the operation of the apparatus 
the upper operative stretches of the lower squeez 
ing and drying belts are arranged close to the 
lower operative stretches of the upper squeezing 
and drying belts and preferably the operative 

2,207,278 
stretches of these two drying belts actually en 
gage each other. 
Assuming that wet lumps of coal or similar 

water bearing material of a lumpy character are 
deposited by the feed device on the front re 
ceiving part of the lower drying belt and that 
the upper and lower squeezing and drying belts 
>are operated so that their opposing operative 
stretches move at the same rate then the oper 
ation of the machine wll be as follows: 
As the lower squeezing and drying belts ad 

vance, the wet material deposited on the same 
will be carried underneath the upper squeezing 
and drying belts and move lengthwise of the ma 
chine with tliese belts. During this movement 
the drying belts, due to the resilient character 
of the squeezing belts which supports the drying 
belts on their back sides. are deformed by the 
shape of the lumps of material whch displace 
the drying belts so that the latter assume a con 
tour whichcorresponds to that of the respec 
tive lumps of material and the same is virtually 
embedded in the nests or cavities made in the 
drying belts in conformity with the shape of 
the several lumps. While the lumps of coal or 
the like are thus engaged on opposite sides by 
the drying belts these lumps are moved forwardly 
with these belts without however turning the 
lumps because the belts travel at the same rate 
of speed. When the wet lumps are thus embed 
ded between the upper and lower drying belts 
each of the lumps is practically engaged over its 
entire surface by these belts so that the latter 
operate in the manner of a blotter to remove 
practically all the moisture from the lumps by 
the time the same reach the rear turns of the 
drying and squeezing belts and permit the lumps 
to be discharged in a practically dry condition 
from the rear turn of the lower drying belt into 
a discharge chute 60 whch delivers the dried 
material to the desired place. 
Any coarse particles broken from these lumps 

during the drying operation and clinging to the 
upper drying belt are scraped from the rear turn 
of the latter by a scraper 60| mounted on the 
main frame close to this turn which coarse ma 
terlal removed from the upper drying belt drops 
onto the adjacent rear part of the lower drying 
belt and is delivered by the latter to the discharge 
chute 60. In like manner any coarse particles 
broken from the lumps during the drying op 
eration and adhering to the lower drying belt 
will be removed from the latter by a scraper 602 
which constitutes the inclined bottom of the dis 
charge chute 60 and causes such coarse material 
to join that which has been removed from the 
upper drying belt and to be carried away there 
with. 
Any small particles which may be detached 

from the lumps being dried and adhering to the 
upper and lower drying belts are brushed from 
these belts by rotary brushes 6|, 62 engaging 
with the inoperative upper and lower stretches 
of these belts beyond the Scrapers 60|, 602 which 
brushes may be journaled on the adjacent parts 
of the main frame and rotated in the proper di 
rection by any satisfactory means. 'I'he small 
particles removed from the drying belts by the 
brushes 6|, 62 are discharged into dust receiving 
pans or chambers 63, 64 and from the latter these 
small particles are washed away by streams of 
water supplied by nozzles 61, 68 and carried 
away by spouts 65, 66 to any suitable place. 
Inasmuch as the drying belts are distorted or 

wrinkled more or less by the lumps of wet coal 
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being embedded therein during the drying op 
eration these wrinkles or distortions are removed 
by the smoothing rolls 51, 58 which engage with 
the respective upper and lower drying belts be 
tween the particle removing brushes 6|, 62 and 
the pairs of wringing rolls 54, 55 and 3|, 32 as 
sociated with the corresponding upper and lower 
drying belts. Each of these smoothing rolls is 
preferably crowned midway of its length or ta 
pered from its central part toward its opposite 
ends, as shown in Fig. 4, so that the same upon 
engaging the respective drying belt will operate 
to distend or spread out the respective drying belt 
transversely into curved form from its longitu 
dinal center toward its opposite side edges and 
thus restore these belts to a smooth condition 
preparatory to beginning another cycle of lump 
drying operations. 

After the upper and lower drying belts pass 
the smoothing rolls 51, 38, the same are acted on, 
respectively, by the upper and lower pairs 5d, 
55 and 3|, 32 of wringing rolls which remove 
from the idle or return stretches of these belts 
the water which has soaked into them during the 
operation of drying the wet lumps of coal or other 
material. This water is pressed out of the dry 
ing belts on the rear side of these rollers and to 
avoid accumulation of water in these localties the 
drying belts are so shaped adjacent to the wring 
ing rolls that these belts will shed the water ex 
tracted from the same. This is preferably accom 
,plished by tapering the lower wringing rolls 55, 
36 from the center thereof to their opposite ends 
and tapering the upper wringing rolls 54, 3i from 
their opposite ends toward the center thereof, 
whereby the adjacent parts of each drying belt 
passing between these wringing rolls will be 
crowned lengthwise of its center and slope to 
ward its opposite side edges, as shown in Fig. 2, 
so that the water will flow laterally from these 
belts into the troughs 58, 36 and be carried away, 
leaving the belts 53, 29 comparatively dry to con 
tinue their drying operation on the wet lumps 
of material under treatment. 

If desired the two sets of drying and squeez 
ing belts may be moved one faster than the other 
whereby the lumps of material between the op 
posing operative stretches while in engagement 
with this material will cause the same to roll 
or tumble and thus bring all parts of the sur 
face of such lumps in contact with the drying 
belts and ensure removal of the maximum amount 
of water or moisture therefrom. 
While the, operative stretches are thus engaged 

with the lumps of coal or the like these belts 
yield and conform to the shapeof these lumps 
so that in effect these lumps are nested in these 
belts and the latter practically enveloped or are 
wrapped partly around the lumps without how 
ever crushing the lumps or reducing the same in 
size, this being due to the cushioning and yield 
ing capacity of the squeezing belts which back 
up the drying belts and support the same in what 
ever form they may assume. 

It is therefore possible by the use of this ap 
paratus to thoroughly dry the coal after the same 
has been washed and thus avoid freezing the 
same in a mass during the cold season and also 
furnishing a more acceptable product to the trade. 

I claim as my invention: 

1. A machine for removing moisture from the 
Surface of lump material including two endless 
.drying belts of fibrous material having opposing 
operative stretches which receive the material to 
be dried between them and remove the moisture 
therefrom, endless squeezing belts of resilient de 
formable material supporting said drying belts on 
the back thereof and permitting the latter to 
>conform to the shape of the material being dried, 
wringing means for removing moisture from the 
idle stretch of each of said drying belts, and de 
flecting means for holding the idle stretch of 
each squeezing belt out of engagement from the 
idle stretch of the companion drying belt adja 
cent to said wringing means. 

2. A machine for removing moisture from the 
surface of lump material including two endless 
drying belts of fibrous material having opposing 
operative stretches which receive the material to 
be dried between them and remove the moisture 
therefrom, endless squeezing belts of resilient de 
formable material supporting said drying belts 
on the back thereof and permitting the latter to 
conform to the shape of the material being dried, 
wringing means for removing moisture from the 
idle stretch of each of said drying belts, and 
smoothing means engaging the idle stretch of 
each of said drying belts in advance of said wring 
ing means and operating to remove wrinkles or 
unevenness from said drying belts. 

3. In a drying apparatus, the combination com 
prising a pair of conveyor belts disposed one 
over the other with the lower run of the upper 
belt substantially parallel to and adjacent to the 
upper run of the lower belt, each belt including a 
separable outer part composed of a capillary ab 
sorbent medium and an inner part having a re 
siliency and thickness suñicient to embed and 
surround a substantial area of articles fed be 
tween the belts, means for removing liquid from 
the absorbent outer parts of the belts, means for 
guiding and driving the belts so that the lower 
run of the upper belt and the upper run of the 
lower belt move in the same direction simultane 
ously, means for feeding articles between the ad 
jacent runs of the two belts and means for re 
ceiving the articles discharged from Athe belts. 

4. In a drying apparatus, the combination com 
prising a pair of conveyor belts disposed one over 
the other with the lower run of the upper belt 
substantially parallel to and adjacent to the up 
per run of the lower belt, each belt including a 
separable outer part composed of a capillary ab 
sorbent medium and an inner part having a re 
siliency and thickness sufiicient to embed and 
surround a substantial area of articles fed be 
tween the belts, means for separating the inner 
.and outer parts of said upper belt along the up 
per run thereof, means for separating the inner 
and outer parts of said lower belt along the lower 
run thereof, means for removing .liquid from the 
separated absorbent parts of each of said belts, 
means for guiding and driving the belts so that 
the lower run of the upper belt and the upper 
run of the lower belt move in the same direction 
simultaneously, means for feeding articles be 
tween the adjacent runs of the two belts and 
means for receiving articles discharged from the 
belts. 
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